Supreme Folly: Hilarious Excerpts From Actual Court Cases
More hilarity from the folks who brought us Disorderly Conduct . . . It’s better to laugh than to cry when contemplating the court system. Booklist Lawyers and non-lawyers alike fell delightedly on the authors’ previous collection of ridiculous excerpts from actual court cases. Now Rodney R. Jones and Gerald F. Uelman return with an all-new assortment of unintentionally amusing incidents from legal cases of all kinds, including folly in the Supreme Court itself.
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**Customer Reviews**

This book was a gift, but the feedback I got was that it was very funny and fun to read. The readers have no connections to the legal profession, so for them to find it enjoyable says everyone can enjoy it. They say to be sure to read about Santa and his activities in California, which the Attorney General found legal; using reindeer for transport, being caught in chimney with loot, to mention a few.

These excerpts from actual cases and trials will have you laughing yourself silly! How ever did they find all of this real-life humor? Jones and Uelman have culled through massive amounts of documentation and have selected the most choice gems—pearls of hilarity that are certain to split your sides with laughter. But the book is far more than a mere collection of lawyer jokes and slip-ups: Jones and Uelman have also collected interesting historical anecdotes from court cases and tidbits of funny incidents that have happened to famous jurists. An uproarious collection of humor that is also a fast read.